GP supply, deprivation and emergency admission to hospital for COPD and diabetes complications in counties across Ireland: an exploratory analysis.
Geographical variation in rates of emergency inpatient admission for chronic disease may be due to variation in health need. However, it may also reflect differences in the provision of services which reduce the risk of inpatient admission for chronic disease, such as primary care. The aim of this paper was to examine the effect of primary care provision [general practitioner (GP) supply] and deprivation on county-specific rates of emergency admission to hospital for diabetes complications and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) in Ireland. Data on emergency inpatient discharges were obtained from the hospital inpatient enquiry (HIPE) system. Secondary data on GP supply were obtained from a recently published study, while secondary data on deprivation were obtained from the Small Area Health Research Unit. The effect of county-level GP supply and deprivation on age-standardised rates of discharge for diabetes complications and COPD were examined, adjusting for population density and the proportion of the population who were eligible for free primary care. Greater deprivation and lower GP supply are associated with increased rates of discharge from hospital for COPD and diabetes complications. However, these associations are stronger in counties where a lower proportion of the population are eligible for free primary care. Geographical variation in rates of admission to hospital for chronic disease is associated with both population need and health system factors. These findings suggest that primary care resourcing must be a key consideration in any efforts to tackle acute hospital capacity problems.